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Co~er Story: A search
co·mmlHee for EWSC'a
next college president
wlll be selected at a
special meeting of the
Board of Trustees on
Feb. 12 (Page 2)

.EWSC's Wanda Oliver
has bean named "Woman Athlete of the
Year'' by the Inland Empire Sportswriter• and
Broadcasters for the
second consecutive
year (page 11).

A look at "Movement
and Voice'' a beginning
drama course taught at
Eastern ( Paga 4 ).
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Student Position Open

Shuck Successor Sough
A search committee for
EWSC's next college president
will be selected at. a special
meeting of the Board of
Trustees on Feb. 12, according
to BOT Chairperson Jerome
Page.
Page
informed
the
Associated Students that the
search committee will have a
student representative and
urged student government to
submit three names to the
BOT before the special
meeting next Thursday.
All students who wish to
apply for the position must
have their applications sub- ·
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Percent of
voting
Per cent or
students Percent of
voting
who voted
vote
students
for
between who voted
candidate candidates on position
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Bill Stevens
20.49%
Bill Motsenbocker 34.91%
Tilden Lyons
29.02%

24.27%
41.36%
34.37%

84.43%

5

Position
. No. 6
Position
No. 7

Joanne Uchida
42.79%
Cynthia Neusom 38.85%

52.41%
47.59%

81.64%
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Votes
cast for :
candidate

5
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I 25 votes
213 votes 5
177 votes
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Position
No. 9

Len Gross
Shelia Perry

32.95%
46.89%

41.27% · 79.84%
58.73%

201 votesl
286 votes
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Position
No. 10

Bob Petershagen
Daria V.Cotton
Lee Antles

25.74%
30.49%
28.52%

30.37% . 84.75%
35.98%
33.66%

157 votes
186votes
174. votes .
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D 0 you ~,eeI represented at t h'IS SC. hool in your

§

l52votes
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the quote was printed and of1i rs
an apology to Direct r
Williams.
Williams was contact d
earlier this · week and co mented, "I'm being paid to
serve black students at East m
and that has been my 'only
:em H
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Debat~rs .w·n
·
I
5•State TOU rn y
O

student government
Yes 32.79% No 59.18%
DoyouthinkStudentGovernmentis
necessary for a college?
Yes 83.44% No 10.66%
Do you think the students of this school want
I
a Student Government?
Yes 73.77% No 19.84%
DoyouwantaStudentGovernment?
Yes86.07% No8.03%
Did you vote in the last Student Government
Ii
election?
Yes 54. l 0% No 40.33%
Are you completely aware of what your
Student Government does?
, Yes 18.03% - No 77.38% ·
bo you want to be involved,in Student .
• ·.
,.
·1
Government?
Yes47.79%; No 47.54% ,
Do you feel the students in paid positions of
Y
% N
% . ;;
51 .48
the Student Government are doing their jobs?
es 33 .61
0
a
__
Do you feel that it is hard to become involved
in Student Government?
Ycs49.02% No 41.08% i
How effectiv~ do you believe Easte'rn's Student
1-8.03% 6...:12.30% .
Government to be? . ·. .
2-6.56% 7-12.46% !!
3-II.Jl% 8- 6-07%
(Seate of t-lO, lO bemg high)
4-14.10% , 9-2.30% .
5-l7.0S% 10- 2., 3% •
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Last week Tlie Easter er
printed an article which m de
unsubstantial allegati ns
against REP Director Clare ce
Williams.
The allegations, which w re
contained in a quote fr m
recently suspended BEP S ·dent Services Officer Patr ck
Singleton, are not supported by
th"
i he
IS newspaper, nor S t re ny
evidence to our knowledge t at
would tend to support th se
allegations.
The Easterner regrets
at
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261. votes
237 votes

I

EWSC's varsity deb. te
team, Mike Schmidt and L uis
Musso, defeated colleges nd
universities from five west rn
states to win the Pac fie
Lutheran . university de ate
tournament last wee~end in
Tacoma. ·
Musso, a junio~. from N wport, and Schmidt; a. eer
Park senior, finish""d w1'th an
"'
overall 6-2 record . ori: · he
national topic, ··:-Resolv d:
That the federal governm nt
should enact a comprehen ive
,
.
l
.
program to contra land us m
the U niied States."
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By Rob Strenge
Managing Editor

Student leaders at EWSC could adopt
tuition strikes as a method for dealing
with the EWSC administration and
Board of Trustees, according to ASWSU
Senator Neil Opf~r.
Opfer, who spoke to Eastern's AS
Legislature last Monday, saicf the special
SWAT committee formed at WSU last
"".eek could serve as a model for a similar
committee at Eastern.
,·
, .,
The , Student Withol~ing ' All Tuition
committee was fo_rmed with the authority
to call a tuition strike ·if they feel the WSU
Regents are not responsive to student
needs.
According to Opfer, the committee
could call such a strike by askirig WSU

I age two

n-

the presidency last week.

I

~t~i:. it::: ,

22 · 13%

I

Position
No.s

I

,

Mar~ Nysel her

rr~~~e~e~:~r
-I ~~k~~:o~
nounced his resignation fr

~--IIIHIIIUIN.,
.

~esults of last week's primary election ballot questionna1re suggest the average Eastern student is a male
freshman who eats and vote~ in Tawanka, gives student
government a fair rating, and would elect Gerald Ford as
President if given the opportunity.
Students felt that government is necessary but straddle
the fence, not knowing which way to fall, when asked if
they wanted to participate in student government.
For the second time in a row, more students turned out
to vote than in the previous election. Slightly Jess than 600
came out last week, while only 300 turned out for the
pre·vious election.

§_

representatives of the B
faculty, students, college
ministrators, the EW C
Alumni Association and he
Cheney and Spokane
munities.
The committee will be in
work immediately upon
nouncement
of
membership. Ronald
Robinson, member of he
BOT, ·has been appoin ed
chairperson. ,
Communications to
committee will be addresse to
.a post office box in Spok· ne
which will be announced as
soon as it is available.
The committee will

mitted to the AS office by
Monday.
Applicants should also be
available during the summer
months since the committee
will be. working through Sept.
I.
The three student names will
be selected from the list of
applicants by a five-member
committee that includes four
students and V.P. for Student
Services Daryl Hagie. The
BOT will choose one student
from the three names to be a
member of the committee.
Page said the search committee will be made up of

students to place their tuition money in a
:•frnilateral;' trust fund which could only
be released to the university with the committee's ·consent.
.
If a substantial number of students
complied with the committee's request,
according to Opfer, the college would
have to meet student.dem~nds or loose the
revenue it would receive from the tuition
money.
"This might be on.e way for the
ASEWSC tQ act against their administration also," said Opfer. "I U!}derstand that
they''re having a hassle with their BOT
over the problem of Services and Activities fee monies."
,
Opfer said G~nzaga Law School students had used a similar approach in
dealing with their administration wnen
the American Bar Association threatened

Barry Fatland (front right), Washington State Coordinator for the
Young Socialist Alliance, speaks with interested students about the

Y.S.A. movement in the U.S. and its ideals in the PUB this week.

March Deadline

AS Incorporates
The · AS Legislature voted Approximately four yean ago,
Monday to incorporate and they had a big hassle with the
requested that State Asst. At- administration, so they hired•
ty. Gen. Roger Reed draw up . lawyer .... began a suit. The
the articles of incorporation.
students eventually gamed · a
' The Legislature aslced that great deal of control of 'S&A
Reed have the articles ready by -funds. According to Barret, the
March and also asked him to advantages of incorporadon are
consider the Associated many and disadvan~es few."
Students .. as- a non-profit corp Or at •. 0 n w 1· th th C As Contract Aid
Legislature acting as it's Board · Some legislators maintained
of Directors and the AS Presi- .at the meeting th~t 'incorporaC
S h
dent as Officer of the orpora- tion would help the A w en
tion.
enteri~g into eontract.
·Thedecisionwasmadeaftet
[n other business, the
several legislators ·traveled to leAZt·s1·a tur_e appointed five
h· ·
S
'r
we s tern was tng!on
tate m'e mbers to the services and
. College to confer with _st udent activities f~es bud·g et . ~~mleaders about the 'prospects of mittee~considered by · many
inC?f.PP_rat~on,.. . . .
_ . ..' . _the.,. most powerful . stu,d~nt
In a report submitted Hy the committee at EWSC.
I
. legislators who visited.WWSC, .
·,
. .~·
. . ,
~
,
,
,
~ the follpw(ng"·~~ouht• ~~ncer... ...• . i th.e ·(i~<: ~fegi~.l 'afors a p. ning'·incor.por:~~ion was ·given: ' ·'pointed ~to ,1 he COJJlm•tt~. we~,e
"In talking to with wws~ Bruce Ellis, Jerry Howe, Lewis
AS President Stephen Barret* Musso, Cindy Glover and
I
d th t W t
Ch . u· k
_we ear.ne
a
e~ ern
ns ntc ey.
"·t•:
students incorporated in 1933.
AS President Toin •inimp-

·s ·w
·

AT

to wi hdraw the school's accreditation last .
year 1
,
_
"T e school was taking 28 cents out of
every tuition dollar for operating the
gene al university," he said. "The
stude ts really felt like they were being
rippe -off, and they called a tuition strike
to re negotiate the amount to 15-cents per
dolla . The university offered a 20-cent
com romise, and the A BA said that was
acce table."
0 fer acknowledged that WSU's
SW T proposal only passed by a narrow
ni1 e to seven margin, commeting that
.. too many students react first to what the
· admi istration is going to think, and I
thin this seriously affects the whole concept f student government. I kind of view
stud nt government ·as a union fighting
man gement."

son submitted 'the five· names
to the legislature and all were

~~g:~;ed with amini~:,tnLof
Students Irked
The S&A Fees budget Committee has been ~ topic of
major concern to · st'udent
governrrien t this year.
The committee is made u'p
of students and administrators
who s~nd their decisions in the
form of a. recommendation to
President Emerson Shuck.
Shuck rev_iews the· recommendations and presents trem to
the Board of Trustees for ap\j,J.>
! I J'1,,
prova.1
·
, ,.
Students in the As· government who want more control
of S&A fees are opposed to
Shuck's authority to temper
budget reque ts.

,..,.uy s~.im,
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Needs BOT.Approval
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·By -by .SpuJe,
Staff Writer

The Service and Activities
fees Committee has placed its
seal of approval on the AS
resolution asking the condem,.
nation of the policy of
charging Eastern Students to
athletic events. ,
Eastern's Board of Trustees
discussed the same resolution
in their meeting last month.
The,y approved the resolution
in concept, but referred the
mat~er to the Services and Actlvities Fees Committee to
look into where alternate
funds would originate if such a
pro·posal were to be approved.
In a meeting held last
Friday, the. S&A Fees Committee passed a motion asking
the BOT tQ discontinue the
practice of charging EWSC

Rummage Sale

To Aid Clinic
Approximately I0,000 cats
and dogs are born in the
United States every hour, the
American Humane Society estimates. In the Spokane city
pound alone 2,029 cats and 3,517- dogs were destroyed last
year not including those
destrQyed by the county pound
. or the Humane Society.
These are a couple of the
reasons behind the effort of a
group of in _d ,ividuals, in
Spokane and Cheney_dto e.stablish · a 1 low-cost. spay,
neutering and inocµlation
clinic for cats and dogs.
· There will be a rummage
sale held February 19, 20, ~I
to raise funds for the proposed
clinic. The sale will be held
somewhere in downtown

students to th~ir own home
In other business the comevents ijnd proposed that alter- ·mittee reported that they have
nate funds would come from over $28,500 not yet allocated
their budget.
which. resulted from high
. The committee stated that enrollment figures last fall.
the S&A Fees budget would
The S&A Fees Committee is
pay the difference between a now in charge of the money
$2;670 predic ted revenue which will be used for students
figure, which represents total needs and distributed to
g~te money submitted by various student groups.
students for athletic events last
Student organizations in
year, and what has actually need of funds may fill out a
. been taken in this academic budget request form, available
year from students.
in the PUB AS Office.
The committee also
The S&A Fees Committee
proposed that the $2,670 will review eacl"l request before
figure be included in the final approval by the 'Board of
athletic budget in future years, Trustees.
so that Eastern students will
'final deadline for requests
not be charged for events.
is tomorrow.
AS Speaker, Jerry Howe
commented ori the proposal -.
made by the S&A Fees Com- 'I
mittee, saying t~at the Board
should approve 1t.
~
'"The only reason they
didn •t pass the matter at the
V
last meeting was they wanted
Because of production
to· know where alternate funds
would originate, but now
deadlines, the ·results of
we've established that," said
yesterday's A.S. General
Howe.
Election will be carried in
The Board of Trusiees will
next week's issue of The
go over the committee's
Easterner.
proposal in the February
meeting, and will then make a
final decision on the matter. ..
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Crops May Increase
MOSCOW-Soviet citizens, having just been told that the 1975
gr~in harvest was the worst in a decade, were informed Sunday
that Russian scientists produced a wheat strain 15 years ago that
could more than quadruple the crop.
The problem is that this super wheat has yet to be developed
or planted on a wide scale, a television news commentator
reported.
"This type of winter wheat is truly a masterpiece," Yuri Chernochenko said. He reported that the strain has already shown a
yield of 173 bushels an acre. A good yield for Soviet winter
wheal· today is ·slightly more than 39 bushels per acre.

Bus Riders Go To Pokey

••

CH IC AGO-Forty-six Chicago Transit Authority bus riders
who refused to pay their fare Sunday got a free ride
anyway-right to the police station.
They were charged w\th theft of service and theft of property
for _taking transfers and passing them around . So instead of
paying the 45-cent fare, the would-be freeloaders who trooped
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.Po.I·, Ce Bea·t
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A group of peeping toms Thursday that someone took
peering through the windows · her purse from a fieldhouse
of the women's locker room in locker while she was at swim
the fieldhouse were reported to practice.
According to the report, the
Campus Safety last week.
Only they · were more like purse contained $5, a
peeping tommies than pe~ping checkbook, driver's license
and social security card.
. toms.
According to the report, approximately ten juvenile.s,
Bonnie Sherar, Streeter. also
between the ages of 9 and 12,
reported
to campus Safety tha·t
were seen outside the locker
room standing piggy-back out- her coat, ID card, meal ticket
and driver's license were taken
side the windows. ,
The juveniles reportedly ran from a fieldhouse locker
when they were notjced by the during the same swim practice.
women in the locker room.
Following a suggestion by
Campus Safety received a
Campus Safety, the .windows
were painted and screened to trans·p ortation call from
Pearce HaN Director Ranprevent future peepers from
dolph
Jorgenson Saturday
peeping.
morning.
According to the report,
Jorgenson was taken to the
Doria J. Maccheyne Health Center arrd was later
reported to Campus Safet_y last returned to the dorm.

** *****
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F-ebruary 5,. 1976

SEATTLE-.. No way, we won't pay," was one of the rallying
cries heard at an anti-tuition hike demonstration last week outside U of W President John Hogness' office.
The rally began at noon with approximately 20 d~monstrators
picketing outside the Administration building armed with approximately 5,000 signatures against the tuition hike.
The group left the building after finding that Hogness' office
was locked. A spokesman said, .. If he had any guts, he would be
here today to see what we think of him and his tuition hike."

IUIIIIIIIIIIHIOHIIHIU IIIIIIIUlllllllllli

. Respondiqg lo iast weeks
decision by the Board ef
Trustees, the ·American
Federation of Teachers have
"set the wheels in motion to
have a collective , bargaining
election."
, The BOT ruled last week
that
they will not recognize
Cheney.
If you have . any saleable any exclusive bargaining agent
objects you would like to for the faculty until granted
donate to the cause, your gift legal authority" to do so, and
would be greatly appreciated. then only after a secret election
For further information, or sustaining the organization's
pick-up, call 235-693 l or 235- claim of majority representation.
6113.
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UW Students Demonstrate

. AccordingtpAFT Preside~!
Wes Stone, an election among
the faculty to decide majority
representation will originate in
the Academic Senate. Stone
expects the Senate to decide if
an election will be held
sometime this month.
Stone said his organization
needs to have some 40 "hard
cards" signed before the
proposed election to have a
clear majority.
The AFT earlier claimed it
had ·signed enough faculty
members to sustain a majority
but in a meeting last week it
was
learned
members
whothat
saidthose
they faculty
would
had not as yet signed.
In related AFT action, Pat
Singleton was rejected as a
member or the AFT because
he is in an administrative posit ion. Members rejected
Singleton's membership saying
that if he was ·\ccepted it
would open up mt-mbership to
ai1yone in an administrative
position and the AFT could
lose its claim of majority
representation.
·singleton, recently dismissed student services officer for
the Black Education Program,
had been paying dues to the
A FT and believed he was a
member. Stone said that all
dues paid would be refunded.
Regarding Charles Minor,
the A FT voted to accept a
recommendation from its
executiye board giving financial support in the form of $85
f~r a previously i_nc~rre~ legal
btll .. ~he AFT satd it will see_k
add1t1onal fu~ds from their
s~ate_ and ~attonal ~ffices to
aid m paymg the bill.

,The E~ste...\'r

O~lo thC bus :n mass~, had lo post $100 cash bond. each.
·

Spec,al Treatment Given

WASHINGTON-Rep. Al Ullman, chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee, last year received favored treatment in the handling and auditing of his 1974 taxes, according to
I RS sources.
I RS sources said that Ullman made a direct appeal to Internal
Revenue Service Commissioner Donald C. Alexander who gave
Ullman son:ie information about the audit not normally given to
average taxpayers.
Denying anything improper Ullman said, ..There were no
favors asked, and no favors given. There were no adjustments
because my financial affairs were in order."

'Doctor' Receives sentence
KANSAS-A Kansas man, who admitted masquerading as a
doctor for more than two w~eks at a Veterans Administration
hQspitat in Miles City, Mont. will be sentenced Feb. 23 on
charged that he defrauded the government.
Benjamin F. Vick, 53, pleaded guilty in U.S. District Court in
~illings • .Mont. Vick told the court he lied about being a physicaan because he "wanted to _help people."
·
.

Killing Good Says Kuntsler
DALLAS--John and Robert Kennedy were two of the most
dangerous men America ever produced and .. I'm not entirely upset" by their assassination, says lawyer William M. Kunstler.
"Although I couldn·t pull the trigger myself, I don't disagree
with murder, sometimes, especially political assassinations
which have been a part of political life since the beginning of
recorded history.'' Kunstler said at a news conference last week.
"It's hard to tell what the glamour of Kennedy could have
done. Kennedy excited adulation. And adulation is the first step
toward dictatorship," said K unstler .

.

Women Make Strides
ADDY, WASH.-Twenty-two per cent of the more than 200
employes at the new Addy, Wash., magnesium plant are women,
Northwest Alloys, Inc., reported Monday.
"They drive trucks and work in the plant, doing the same jobs
as the men," a spokesman said.
Page ttaree
t

Students Learn To Mime

Life Is Imitated In Class
By Liz Viall
Staff Writer
The girl stands before the
tightrope. Those watching can
tell she is not as confident as
she should be. She steps
hesitantly onto the wire. The
observers hold their breath in
anticipation. She falters. The
audience gasps as she struggles
to maintain her balance then
continues alon~ the wire.
Spontaneous applause breaks
the silence as the girl steps
lightly onto the platform.
What is unusual about this
scene is that there is no
tightrope, and the performer
and audience are students in a
class.
The students are practicing
mime. This is a major part of
what is taught in Movement
·and Voice, a beginning drama
course at Eastern.
"The object of the course is
to teach basic acting
techniques and to learn the use
of th-e body and voice- as
tools," said Gene L. Engene,
instructor of the course. One
of the best ways to teach the ·
use of the body as a tool is
through mime, he explained.

taining assigned techniques.
The first two weeks of class •
were spent doing exercises- .
most of which were yoga.
Periodically, throughout the .
course, these yoga exercises
are reviewed. "This is to learn
about your body, what it will
do, and also what it won't do."
said Engene.
An actor's most important
tool other than his body is the
power of observation, he said.
Students develop this power
by going out and observing a
person then imitating that person in class.
The class is also a study of
awareness-a process of
becoming acquainted with
. yourself.
.. You can't begin to portray
another character before you
know who you are yourself,"
said Engene.

He pointed out that acting is
continual disciplined work
requiring intense concentration.
"Acting is very hard work, if
pursued properly. Most people
don•t know how much work it
is." he said.
He stressed that since less
than one per cent of the
students are seriously interested in taking up acting as
a career, the class is a good
place to find out if they like acting.
"You cannot teach anyone
the ability to act. You can,
however, give them the oppor-.
tunity to find out if they can
and give them the tools to
develop it," Engene said.
.. you don't teach talent. You
teach technique."

In .mime an actor learns to visualize things that are not really
there. Instructor Gene Engene demonstrates "rope-climbing" for
his class.

Ms. Betsy Self

Studen_t Rep ISActive In AFT

By Debbie Akers
student teachers to learn of
Staff Writer
their desires and needs.
•·rve never before met peo..There are some things (
pie who were so interested in would like to see done for stugetting things done. They real- dent teachers and am working
In mime an actor learns to ly listen to the things that I toward them," said Ms. Self.
visualize things that are not h,, a ve to say," said Ms . . . lfeelstudentteacher'sshould
there. The performer must act Elizabeth Self in reference to be reimbursed for the time
as if the object truly "exists" in the American Federation of they spend teaching. It is a
regular job."
order to convince his audience. Teachers (AFT).
Ms. Self, a senior in the . Ms. Self would also like to
T·he actor can then perform
math
department here at see student teachers have more
feats he can not do in actuality
such as walking a tightrope or EWSC, was elected last Oc- say as to where they are
tober by the American Federa- assigned to st~dent teach. At
lifting a 6,000 lb. barbell.
tion of Student Teachers the present time they have very
The two basic types of mime (AFST). to. serve as student little input. Also she would
are European mime which is repres~ntatave on the AFT like to see student teachers be Jite.ral and Oriental _mime ~xecut1ve B.oard. As such she able to meet their master
which is more abstract.
1s a ful_l votmg member of the teachers prior to their first day
~xecut1v.e .Boar~ and a very _ac- in the classrooms.
80th are universally unAnother pet project that
derstandable," said Engene. t1ve participant m AFT affai~s.
A~ student. representata~e Ms. Self is currently working
"There are no language
she
is an orgamzer. He~ goal •s on is the coordination of
barriers and very few cultural
t~ promote student mterest teacher's learning. She feels
barriers in mime."
and to get student teachers to that i_n-service training,wher:e a
.
oin the AFST. She is their
To finish the study on mime, Jvo·1ce
to the AFT and often teacher returns to school to
each student devises and per. ~
th .
f pick up· more credits or learn
forms a five minute mime con- ho Ids m 1orma1 ga ermgs o
new techniqu~s. should be
04

more closely related with the
programs prior to teaching.
.. 1 would like to see it be
more of a continuous
program," said Ms. Self.
She also thinks that the time
a teacher must leave the
classroom for in-service
training would be an excellent ·
time f9r student teachers to
gain experience. She is also
w,orking towards ,making the
educational programs at the
state colleges more uniform.
Two recent proposals made
by Ms.. Self to the Executive
Board that were unanimously
accepted, but still remain to be
voted on by the A FT
membership are:
I: That each local executive
board elect a student
member who would maintain communi~ation with
th
t t
·
e s. a e represen_ta_t1_ve,
coordinate local act1v1t1~,
and keep local students mformed.

·Use your head and
s~ve your back
That was a saying of the early settlers and it referred, among
other things, to using the gifts of nature to lighten the burdens
that plagued their lives.
In a roadless wilderness they travelled the streams. Natural
coal outcroppings made ~etter fuel than sage brush or buffalo
chips. River water turning a wheel could saw more wood or mil(
more flour than forty men.
Resourcefulness was the name of the game. It built the west
and made better living for following generations.
.
Now we need to use our heads again. An energy crisis threatens our nation and the whole world. The starkness of the
problem is clear and so Is the logical solution: build more energy
producing facilities without delay.
The utility industry has been trying to go ahead with its
planned program but is being blocked by strong resistance kom
anti-power plant organizations.
The ultimate losers in a power crisis will be the nation and
its.. people. Public support and understanding is urgently needed
if these power plants are to be built in time.

2: That student AFT members ' will, upon joining
A FT as a professional
member, be exempt from
national dues for the first
year. They would only
have to pay state and local
dues, but would receive
membership at all three
levels.
The AFT is divided into two
parts, K-12 and the .four-year
college level. Being a' future
teacher in the K-12 area and a
current student at a four-year
college allows Ms. Self an active interest in both areas including the current issue of
collective bargainging.
· If the bill currently before
the state legislature permitting
collective bargaining passes,
student observers would be
allowed to sit in on the talks.
B'1t the amount of voice they
would have, if any, would be
limited to what the administration and professors agree to.
· .. Personally," · said Ms. Self,
•· I think this was a political
move to get some people to
. agree to the bill."
Although Ms. Self feels it
be !Je ne'fici al for
students to apply pressures to
assure that professors show up
for all their classes and teach
for the proper amount of time,
etc., she is not sure this would
be the proper place to do it.
.. I feel that this is strictly an
employer-employee duty and
do not feel students should
have a say. Whether or not
they do we'll have to ·wait and
see," concludes Ms. Self.
w o u Id

R.A.s Needed
Applications are now being
accepted for Resident Advisor
positions for Fall 1976.
Interested persons with the
qualificatipns of h~nesty, integrity and a sense c>f humor
may get applications 'from the
Housing Office S 122 and
should return them to Housing
by Thursday, Feb. 5.
1
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The Easterper

Graduate student Dan Conley treats an Eastern student's le1 in- ·
jury. The Rehabilitation Center is open to all athletes involved in
intercollegiate sports.

Free Tax Se1111C~ Offered
Free tax consultation will be
offered to students in the PUB
on Feb. 11 and Feb. 18
between 9:00 and 2:00 p.m.
The service is offered by the
School of Business and Administration in cooperation
with the Spokane Internal·
Revenue Service Office.
There will be approximat~fy
two or three student

, f?hon,othon
lo,. Be ;Meld 'i

·

.
.
Money making is the name
of the game for the Second
Ann,ual Development Office
l?honothon, being held on
February 10 and 11.
the ·purpose of the development office is to make it possib Ie for EWSC . to evolve,
acquire and expand as the
needs ef students grow and
change. ·
Th~ . Phooothon is one way
to get supporters to -help close
the gap between dollars
available and additional
dollars needed.
Last year's Phonoth~n
raised $3,000 according to Patty McTique, Development
Coordinator. And she hopes
the amount earned this year
will exceed last year's total.
· Th,e ·money is used to
provide adequate build~ngs,
modern equipment and
scholarships.
The Bell Telephone Company is donating · the facilities
and telephones for the
Phonothon. Volunteers to
handle calls are needed for the
phonoton.
Interested persons can contact Skip Amsden, coordinator

volunteers, all advanced .a~counting majors, manning two
tables each hour. Two IRS
agents representing the
Spokane I RS office will also
be available.
Associate Professor of Accounting Russell Smith will be
the liason from the college for
this service.
EWSC students may qualify
for the earned income credit, a
new provision of the 1975
Internal Revenue Code, if
their in~ome is below .$8,000,
they are married and file a
joint return and have at least
one dependent child at home.
Even though a taxpayer had
no withholding taxes deducted
from his wages during 1975, .he
may still receive a refund from
the Government.

Eastern's equivalent to a
guardian angel for athletes is
the Rehabilitation Center
located in Phase I l's training
room.
Alf injured athletes, male
and fem ale, active in intercollegiate sports at Eastern can
be advised and treated through ·
this program.
The center is open from
I I :oo..:6:00 p.m : weekdays,
treating and advising approximately 2.0 people a day.
'"Most of our injuries are
knee injuries," said Head
Athletic Trainer Glen
Bradwin.
Other common injuries
treated at the center are to the
shoulders and ankles.
Bradwin explained the usual
procedure for rehabilitating a
knee injury. It starts with obtaining a range of motion, then
through manual resistance and
Progressive Resist~nce Exercises strength is built up.
Thirdly, maintaining an
overall good physical condition is worked on.
Diff~rent methods of treatment include whirlpool, ultra
sound and diathermy heat
treatments, and ice or ice
waler tr~atment. Weight
equipment is used almost constantly.
For those students who are
not in intercollegiate sports,
Eastern offers a rehabilitation
course for credit.
This Corrective Lab,
manned by graduate student
Dan Conley, is open to any
student who has a doctor's
prescription fof rehabilitation
tlierapy. This includes accident
or birth related physical handicaps.
Bradwin is also interested in
approval of Eastern's Trainers
curriculum by the National
Athletic Trainers Association.

"The N .A.T:Jr:ts waiting to
evaluate other ·••curriculums
before approving new ones,"
· said Bradwin ... Right now, a
student needs 1,800 hours of
apprentice work plus a college
degree to become a certified
trainer. Our curriculum is not
'accepted by the N.A.T.A."

Jobs Plentiful for
EWSC Ed. Grads
A recently completed report
by the office of career planning
shows that Eastern grads are
having little trouble rinding
work, providing they hold
degrees in education and are
willing to relocate.
The report was prepared by
Director of career planning
and placement services Raymond M. Giles and his staff,
and is a statistical analysis of
students who graduated
between Dec. I, 1974, and
Nov. 30; 1975.
During that period,
provisio.nal teaching certificates were awarded to 344
Eastern grads and of those 63
per cent are now working, according to Giles.
Giles said that of the 56
students who have not yet
found jobs, 36 are waiting for
a parti~ular job, and the other
20 are still looking in the
already crowded teaching
field.
.. Supply continued to be
greater .t han demar:-iQ in many
teaching areas. Certain
geographic areas. had ·an- oversupply of applicants in most
teaching areas", Giles wrote in
the report.
The report further claimed
that 82 per cent of Easterns
education grad.uates "are
doing what they planned to do
thi,s year".

.
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"THE NEW RELIGION

Student Teaching! Now 1s THE nME To auv, sA~E A·au1DtE
teachers
remin~~dM
. thathst udent teac,~,m~ s\arts, . arc 2 2
rather than March 29 because
of the shortness of the spring
quarter. Student teachers will
receive their spring· break

The report showed that 829
students received degrees in
the art s and sciences, a
decrease of 30 from the last
reporting period.
Of those students, only 52
· per cent found jobs during the
reporting period whereas the
same number of grads in arts
sciences in the previous reporting period found work.
Giles said he be.lieves that
unwillingness to leave the
Spokane area is one of the
main reasons many graduates
are still looking for work.
The average salaries for all
arts and sciences .graduates
was $8,523, an increase of $214
in the last year.
Starting salary for males
averaged $9, I 00, while female
grads starting salaries
averaged $7,453 a year.
The report claimed that the
lowt!r salary for women was
partially due to the fact that
women wt!re limited to a
specific geographical area.
"When our economy was
growing, our female gradu~tes
were able to move into
professional positions with the
salaries comparable to their
male counterparts. However,
with these professional
positions limited, many of our
women were forced to accept
positions with lower starting
salaries in order to stay in a
sped fie geographical area."
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for volunteers, at 359-2221.

Eastern's trainer program
would consist of a PE
curriculum, 16 extra hours
related to athletics, and 750
hours, covered in three or four
quarters, in a training room.
They are hoping that this
new program will soon be
accepted.

Do you believe that the
·world's problems can be
solved only by Divine
Intervention?
Come and find out what the
Divine Physician has
prescribed as the only cure
for today's ailing world .
Informal Discussion wlll be
led by Ray Pfuer from Coeur
d'Alene Wed. Feb. 11th 7:30
p.m. Kolnonl& House acrou
from L.A. Hall.

Baha'i Faith
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An Easterner Exclusive
With the
Denizen of the Deep
,..

By Byron MIiier
Staff Writer

,•.

· -=-- -

Ground-Hog's Day has come and gone, but not without
an exclusive Easterner interview with Spiro T.
Woodchuck.

~ESSIIWAL

O'(i:R~ 16-trr

.

CONl1ffTE'i: 7

~

Easterner: Hello Mr. Woodchuck, uh ... gee, this is a nice
burrow you have.
Spiro T; Nah, ith' jutht a hole.' I wanted thumthing larger,
but the burrow induthry ith in a rut.
Easterner: Very interesting point Spiro. You don't mind if I
call you Sprio, do you?
Spiro T: Thpiro T. pleath.
Easterner: OK Spiro. How is it being a -part-time weather
forecaster?
/

Spiro T: lth!---nofbad. I only haf... I only haf... I only need
to work one day a year. The reth of the time I thit and draw
unemployment.
Easterner: There has been some talk that you choose to
be a recluse because of a shady political past. Would you
care to commen~ on that?
Spiro T: Let me thay thith about that; no comment.
Easterner: Say rodent, are you going outside soon and
cfileck for your $ha~ow?
Spiro T: Ith' at the cleanerth'.
Easterner: But . . .the ... huh?
Spiro T: Thure, I thepped on it, tho I had to thend it to be
dry cleaned.
Easterner: Oh brother! Aren't you going to make any kind
of prediction?
Spiro T: Of courth, but firtht I'm goint to tur
thtereo. Here comes the thun ...

on my

Easterner: My cassette's almost out of tape! Pleath, I
mean please, wh~t·s your pre<:1iction?
Spiro T: Leth' thee ... h'm .. .lookth like Winter Quarter
will latht thix more weekth.
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Letters
It la the policy of thla anyway; but are we?
newapaper to print all letten
I have been Involved with
to the editor In the form In the activities and functions of
which they ,re aubmltted. EWSC since 1968, or uninPonlble exceptlona wlll be volved by proxy, whichever
made
when
legal may be deemed apramification• prohibit a propriate. I have lived on and
letter'• complete reproduc- off t~e campus, and have
tion.
had a semblance of a voice
In c••• of anonymoua in only three elections since I
aubml..lona, th• edllorlal came to this Institution.
ataff
the right to
How can one vote, If you
exerclM 118 own Judgment In don't know what you're
determining whether or not voting for? Has there b~en
• letter I• p;lnted.
any active campaigning fo.r
office f()r the votes of the offcampus commuters? If there
Dues Blues
has been, it was·not only well
Dear Editor:
hidden, but maybe as inOh the trlafs and effective as screaming untribulations of student life! It derwater.
Is the student body
seems as if time is our
master and we must all pay apath.etic, -or is the AS so inour dues. This would be all effective as . to warrant the
well and good, as long as our quiet snickering of the
dues were used for what students it supposedly
serves our best interest. We serves?
Of course the. controlling
must all spend our time
here, but why must we pay faction in any institution is
the dues? Student services? the administration, even so,,
Extra curricular services? the AS government s'tlll
Who benefits from these should have some voice as
to what the general n~d
"services"?
We are now involved with among its members is. If we
the AS elections. This should are to have an effective
be a very important function . . government which will serve
We should be determining our needs, some _drastil;
how our money is spent, changes will have td
since we have to pay materialize post-haste.

,_rv•

It ha~ been proposed that
the parliamentary system be
instituted into our student
government. Since our body
is small, this system of
representation would not
.only make the student
government more in tune
with the desires of the
majority, but would also
make it a viable force to d~al
on a more equal basis with
the administration.
Though this may sound
very reactionary to some and
revolutionary to others, consider this; The majority of the
students at Eastern are comm u t er s ; and t.o my
knowledge to date, the
majority of the elected officials in our student government have erther been onc·a m pus, or fraternity
members.
Do you have a democratic
system now, and does the
· majority really rule? tt:s
something to think about
I
anyway.
J.A. Littman

Leaden Llte_racy
Dear Editor,
Rem~mber -when lpana
tooth paste was the consumer rage in this countey?
Well, those days are long
gone and the consumer Is
now being ripped-off by

•.'-

A m e r I c a·n •
manufacturers.
The ubiquitous lead tube,
which everyone knew and
loved has disappeared comp I et e I y·
fr.om
• • the
JI
marketplace-. lj has been
5
replaced · by ·a ·plastlc substitute embodying none of
the qualities of Its
predecessor.
.
The plastlc toothpaste
tube Is harder t9 sq1:1eeze
than the old lead one. It
refuses to ,remain rolled. up
and the toothpaste always
runs Into the closed end.
What Is worse, perhaps, Is
that you can't etch the plastic
Into the permanent designs
possible with the lead tubes.
Why, that alone makes them
suspect.
.
If we could Just have our
old, friendly tubes of
toothpaste back, maybe the '
natl.o n's literacy rate would
climb and we would .attain
once again that lofty world
preeminence we once had.
Harvey Pillory
Junior, Fashion
Merchandising

ARE YOtJ I
FAVOR OF A RECENT
·PROPOSAL EFORE CONGRESS WHICH
WOtJLD MA E FT - ILLEGAL FOR THE
f?RESS TO ISClOSE T.HE NAMES OF
UNDERCOVE CIA AGENTS?
Martha Cal Low
Sophomore-Bueln- Adm.: Yes. I
feel that anyone w o Is dealing with the CIA should not be
revealed in any sou ce or manner due to the fact that it could
bring about more tr uble or false information. Let Is stay undercover and all Is for the better.

Liu Hampeo Junior, Communication Studlee: Yes.
The physical safety of the CIA agents· is at stake and I don't
think the press ha the right to put their lives In jeopardy.
Besides from what understand only a minority of the press
Is involved In this t pe of disclosing.
·
Shawn Huaton unlor, Phy. Ed.: It really doesn't make
any difference to m if their names are published. What can
it hurt? The peopl have a right to know, but I really don't
.care.
Barry Fatland- oung Soclallet Alliance: I support the
right of the _ne.ws edia to withold their sources of information, ·if they choos , b'-'t I am absolutely opposed to any
governmental lnte erence In deciding what they print or
don't print. I supp rt the complete abolition of the CIA, FBI,
and all other gover ment spy organizations which have been
involved in attack on the rights of any U.S. citizen to dis. agree with gover mental policies. I urge any and all
newspapers to pu lish the names of agents and activities of
the CIA, even If it w ul~ me~n defiance of a law that would in, ter:fere with the fr dom of the press.

Zip - Zot - Zapl
Dear Editor,
The American people are
slowly being duped Into
believing a candidate for the
Presidency of the United
States who calls hlmself
Ronald Ray-Gun (zap) Is the
man to lead this country.
The movie star Image that
this man carries with him Is
especially timely In the age
of the selling
of a President
...
'
as opposed to electlor:t by
policy or platform . .
Ray-Gun Is currently
stumping the beauty parlors
of America where his true
support lies, convincing
mlddle-age housewives that
he Is ."the man for the Job."
However the danger of
this ry,an ever becoming
President is becoming more
and . ore real. Ray-Gun
currently leads the polls
showln·g the A,merlcan
preference, for cowboys,
even If only in the movies,
stlll exists.
He Is currently ahead of
the Incumbent Ford' In
raising campaign funds
which will be matched by the
·Federal Government.
Ne~dless to say, these facts
are upsetting Ford.
. Ray-Gun says that he
shifted
his
liberal
philosophies during and
after the big one. Fact Is,
Ray-Gun spent WWII making
G.I. training films.
· To believe that such a
man . could ever be
nominated by a major
political .Party In this country
Is one of the most dish e a r t e n 1·n g ,
s·u I c l d a I
depressing thoughts since
Ray-Gun left Death Valley·
9ays for the political arena.
The answer does not lie
with Rooald Ray-Gun, and If
the American people don't
w se up, they are in for the
biggest Zap of their lives.
L.M. Reklaw
~

February 5, 1976
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Lynne Paul-Ju lor, Biology: Yes. I am in favor of this
proposal that Is b fore Congress. It ls a matter of National
Security. If people want a mass murder of the CIA.agents,
they should have heir· heads examined. Foreign countries
would just make a eeline to get at these agents. Why go to
all the trouble of iscloslng their names?

,.'\.

Ray Kelly-FrH man, Bueln-: I do think so because the
organization woul not be able to function properly if
everyone knows j o all the_agents are.
Stanton o. WI keraon-Junlor, Journallem: No. The
_ Congress if they c uld, would make it illegal for the pres$ to
disclose names r activities. Any proposal to limit the
freedom of the pr ss Is illegal in Itself.

(

.

John Stevenso -Senior, General Studies: I feel that if
our country feels it necessary to have agencies of this
nature, ·the peopl who work for them need protection in
regards to their identity. So, laws making it illegal for the
press to Identify t em seem necessary.
ChoJI Fujimura Graduate Student, Education: I ~m
looking forward t what the results of the investigation will
be. Beca1,1se, In J pan the Japanese people seem to fail to
make clear the problem as for example in the Prime Minister
Tanaka's case. I'
looking at what will result. Whether
Americans succee to solve all of these problems or just like
. Japan .they will fai to make them clear:
Jim Gaffney-J nlor, Journalism: In spite of the fact that
most of us consl er the covert organizations offensive, I
think that it is sho sighted and foolish to expose our own ·
people, doing a jo for us, ln the world as it is. I would vote
yes on a law of th s sort.
Debora Lynn W rd-Sophomore, Undecided: No. I feel
that the names of the CIA agents should be printed in the
papers, because t e CIA as a whole may not be involved in
what one agent of the CIA has done.
Kelly R. McLean unlor, APA: CIA information that is uncovered by the ne s media should disclose the extent and
ramifications of Cl work In foreign countries, but the names
of the agents are not needed for the public knowledge.
Espionage Is a vlt I part of the American Defense Program
and If Its personne is known will be useless for future work.
The Easterner
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Carousel' Opens Tonight
Mr. Snow and Blow High,
Blow Low!

In addition to Parker and
Goff, leads in Carousel are
Linda Sue Peterson, Susan L.
Whitlow, Marc Daniel, Robin
Stilwell, Richard Clarkson, Irvin W. Parker and Melody
Truitt.
Dr. R. Boyd Devin, Drama
chairman, directs the entire
production. The musical director and conductor is John
Duenow. The dance sequences
were choregraphed by Edith
Bucklin.
Carousel is set in a coastal
Massachusetts town in the last
quarter of the nineteenth century. The action stretches over
a fiften year period, as Billy
goes to heaven and returns for
·a visit.
Famous musical sequences
from the play include June Is
Busting Out All Over, A Real
Nice Clambake, When I Marry

The story of an itinerant
roustabout who elopes with a
good New England girl, is the
framework for Rodgers and
Hammerstein's Carousel,•
which opens a six-week run in
the College Theatre tonight.
Doug Parker plays the
boomer, Billy Bigelow, as he
wins Julie Jordan's (Christine
Goff) heart, then gets killed in
a scuffle over stolen goods.
Carousel is a musical
production, involving students
and faculty from three campus
disciplines. The Departments
of Dance, Drama and Music
are collaborating for the first
time since 1972.
The musical-the 22nd
regularly scheduled production in the theatre's
history-has 38 students in its
cast, three musicians and 64
crew members backstage.

I

The sets, which differ from
earlier versions, were d ~;signed
by Norman C. Boulanger.
Kathy Ervine serves as lighting
designer for the production.
Costumes w,ere designed by
Kathlyn Haskins, and constructed in conjunction with
the Department of Home
Economics.
·

Carousel's curtain goes up at
7:30 p.m. every Thursday,
Friday and Saturday through
March 13. No performance is
scheduled for Feb. 14 but an·
additional showing will be
held the following night.
Tickets for Carousel are
$2.00. Students are admitted
free with a student exchange
coupon, available at the PUB
information desk. Reservation ·
must be made in advance by
calling 359-784 l.

l;nte,tainment

son.

~--...-i Hist.~ry o-f Rock, Patt ·Three
Dylan. Helps·Folk .Mature

Blazing Saddles Run
Extended Extra Day
When Hollywood adopted
the Western as the movie genre
most likely to succeed, Blazing
Saddl~s hadn't b,een.conceive.d.
The slicked-up vaudeville
humor used in Blazing Saddles
was confined to bawdy houses
and burlesque shows.
Still, Blazing Saddles has
succeeded beyond Hollywood's wildest dreams.
The way the humor is
applied to the Western subject
by director Mel Brooks, who
conceived and wrote the
screenplay, makes every scene
a masterpiece of ingenuity.
Brooks combines cliches
with out-of-place elements
1
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By Kevin Harris
Staff Writer
After telling listeners about the good,
clean life, pop music made an abrupt change
a~d began speaking out on wary, death and
misery.
The _same people who supported this
trend, called folk, ~liked the earlier' rockabilly
.- and· teen s.ouncts. But
thing·was different' ·
now-they were older. . ·
No longer attending high school and going
steady, they were in college. The makebelieve world of the fifties .was coming to an
end and they wanted to hear what was really
happening.
Folk had been popularized briefly ,in prerock days, played .by gravelly-vO'iced
itinerants. The younger musicians added
· drums to the traditional harmonica and electrified the guitars for a more modern sound.
The ltisty precedent· was a, song about a •
Civil War veteran hanged for cheating on his
wife. Tom Dooley, by the Kingston Trio,
began the folk revival by dealing · with
preyiously forbidden material.
The song was released in 1958, but folk
moved slowly until 1961, when 'it entered the
mainstream of musical consciousness.
That was the year that Woody Guthrie
died, and one of his disciples,. Robert
Zimmerman, vowed that he would make folk
respectable.
A year later, after changing his name to
Bob Dylan,· he introduced a song about civil
rights to an audience at the Newport (R.l.)
Folk Festival.
Blowin' in the Wind skyrocketed him to
stardom. Other performers found the song
was golden for them too, notably Peter, Paul
and Mary, and Miss Joan Baez.
Several more songs featured Dylan's
screaming, rhythmless harmonica, but his
Newport performance gave folk music the

superbly, tickling laughter
naturally, in the wackiest
shoot-em-up ever shown on
the silver screen.
Blazing Saddles stars
Cleavon Little as a black
sheriff in an all-white town
which desperately needs his
help, but can't stand his color.
He gets help from Gene
Wilder as a has.Lbeen hired
killer turned lush. The role is
Wilder's best effort, . showing
what a fine actor he can be.
Harvey Korman, of the
Carol Burnett show, plays the
bad guy, ·exploiting every
cUche characteristic possible.
· Other stars are Slim Pickens
in his 130th film role,
Madeline Kahn as the lovely,
Alex Karras as Mongo, and
Mel Brooks in two minor
roles.

one,

1

Filming of Blazing Saddles
rang_ed from a huge western set
at the Burbank Studio .to the
scorching Mojave Desert,
where Count Basie and his
orchestra did one day's
shooting among the dunes.
Blazing Saddles · is being
shown thr.ee times this
weekend., the Friday showing
added to satisfy demand for
the film. The movie will begin
at 7:30 p.m. Friday, Saturday
and Sunday, with admission
only 50 cents.

LOWEST EVERYDAY PRICES ON
. RECORDS & TAPES

~4.69
All 7.98 List Tapes ••••••••••••••••• ~ 5. 99
TAPES & R.EC:ORDS

N. 1212 HAMILTON
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impetus to leave the country and eai'n air
play on the big city radio stations.
Young people were now in tune with the
trend of the times and songs about all aspects
of human suffering and existence were the
rage, when five California boys hit Number
One with another D)'.lan tune.
·
They were The Byrds and the song was
Mr. · Tainborine Mpn. pyt,n hiJllself .
applauded the bit, which gave folk a big shot
·in the arm.
Another Dylan fan, songwrater P.F. Sloan
penQed the ultimate anti-war, protest tune
for ari ex-Green Beret named Barry
McGuire. When Eve of Destruction also .went
to the top of the pop charts, folk was .. in."
It showed the nation's youth how the older
.generation was hiding the truth from th~m.
Human frailities were laid open for examination and .. telling it like it is'~ was the catch
phrase of the era.
The movement would change its name
from folk to pr.otest rock at the height of'the ·
Vietnam conflict.
· Eventually songwriters .and performers
like The tovin' Spoonful, Simon and Garfunkle, Guth11ie's sQn Ario and the urbane
Janis Ian wol4,d ~mbrace the folk movement
and pen song which led to a social revolution and governmental housecleaning.
But in the years following the New Frontier, rock prejudice would surface in another
direction. Up to that time pop music was as
American ~s Mom and applie pie.
·
In 1.964 four English lads calling
themselves the Moondogs would change
their name, grow their hair and bring the
Liverpool sound to the colonies. The English
invasion tha.t followed virtually shut homegrown acts out of chart positions for several
years.
·
Next week History of Rock looks at the
Beatles and 1heir imitators.

LANDS END
TAVERN
·
PRESENTS

All 6.98 List Albums ••••••••• : ••• ~-••

BUDGET

A heavy duty band from Seattle, Epicentre, wlll play at a
Valentine's Dayy dance Wednesday, Feb. 11, from 9 i,..m.
to midnight. Rec,ntly formed, the band produces a very dancable ~lxture .of rock, funk and jazz. Individually the
members of Epicentre ha•~ played with ·Merrilee Rush,>City
Zu, Acapulco Gold, Burgundy Express, and Tower ~r
Power. Students are in•ited fo dress casually for the Valentine's Day dance, but jearis won't be allowed. The dance is
being held on Wednesday, since the campus will be deserted ·
o•er the thrff-4ay weekend. Admission is 75 cents per per-

All College ·Night...Wed. 11.25 Pitchers (with ·college l.D.)
I

Sexy .thing Contest Wed. featuring Season Street
MR· GOODBAR
S. 174 HOWARD
The Easterner
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~--------·Upcoming:

-F M Staff gets Into ·F or.m at
FM 89.9, the campus radio
outlet, has -e~panded its
programming to · include a
number of student service
public .features.
In addition to regular hourly newscasts, the station
management has introduc;ed a
new sports program designed
to, update the coverage of
national and local sports.
Also planned, is coverage of
Cheney High School sports
and expanded Eagle reports.
This progntm is on the ai,r
Monday and Thursday at 6
p.m.
Every Wednesday at 4 p.m.,
FM 89.9 will broadcast taped
interviews with college President Emerson Shuck, The prerecorded tapes will deal with
questions votal to Eastern
students.
FM 89.9 will co·n tinue the
weekly spotlighting of
noteworthy albums, featuring
new artists and records on
Monday and Friday.
Established works will be
played in entirety on Tuesday
and .Thursday. All album
spotlights are aired at 7 p.m . .
The popular Artist Emphasis
series will also continue every
Wednesday at 10:05 p.m. The
station management chooses
an artist and re-enacts his
genesis with examples of his
best works.
·
FM 89.9 and KEWC-AM
staff this quarter include Dan
Dagsaan-general manager;
Barb McGee-FM st~tion
manager; Carla G~ines-FM
pr O gr a th II di r e'c' ( 0 r; '•JC ff

USP Group .
.Rlans .~Show
A P,erfQrmance by the
musical group Something
Special Saturday, Feb. 7, at 5
p.m., will serve as a formal
. audition for the United Service
Organization· (USO).
Something Special has
worked actively since
S~ptember . 1975 to prepare a
show suitable for U.S. military
personnel and dependents.
The format includes rock,
soul, country and - Top 40
songs, skits · and comedy
routines.
The grou,p is comprised
primarily of Eastern students,
with emphasis placed on variety of individual versatility.
Something Special is directed
by Terry Croskrey and Lirida
Fahlgren, and the group
members include Juli~
Scholar, Anita McCoury and
Gary Bartow.
The performan~e will be just
over an hour Jong, in the
Music Building Recital Hall
and the public is invited to attend at no charge.

MEN & WOMEN'S
Styling ,

Mancheni-A M station
irnanager; Ron Hoon-AM
'program director; Mike
Hagberg-public relations
direct.or ). nd Charles
Karavitis-assistant P.R.
!director.
i
Other station staff members
are Larry Snider-music dircc•
: tor; Nick Jones-assistant
music director; Martha Lou
·wehatley-pubfic service
director; Jay Conklin-traffic
manager: Chuck Spencer
-news director and John
Roberts-assistant news director.
FM 89.9 is operating with a
new request telephone line,
359-2850, which is always
open during broadcast hours.

The station is on the air 18
hours, six days each week.
Monday through Friday, the
schedule is 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
There is no scheduled broad•
cast on Saturday and the statior1 returns to the air Sunday
from noon to midnight.
The Rainbow Format used in
previous · quarters is planned,
featuring the best of all types
of music, top 40 rock, easy
listening, classical and electronic classical, jazz and soul.
The station management en•
courages students to call them
with suggestions and ideas for
special programs. Input is en·
couraged and groups with announcements of special events
should call.

(Feb. 5-ELECTRIC ' ,,LIGHT
ORCH Es"fFfA with
L I T T L E ...t F EAT ,
Coliseum, 8 p.m. $6.00
advance, $6.50 day of
show.
Feb. 5-7, 12-13, 15, 19-21,
26-28, Mar. 4-6, 11-13
-CAROUSEL, musical, College Theatre,
7:30 p.m. $2.00
general, free with student
exchange
coupon.
Feb'. 5-6-Student Art Lea.g u e exhibits 3-D
SCULPTURES, PUB
Gallery, Rm 123, 9-4
p.m.
Feb. 5-13 - Photography
exhibit by SHAD WILLIAMS, Art Building

l

Gallery, 9-4 daily.
Feb. 6, 7, a-BLAZING
SADDLES, AS movie,
PUB, 7:30 ' p.m., 50
cents, special Friday
performance added.
Feb. 7-SOMETHING SPECIAL performance and
formal audition for
USO tour, Music Building Recital Hall, 5 p.m.
Feb. 7-EDWARD VILELLA, Principal dancer with the New York
City Ballet, with the
Spokane SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA, Opera ,
House, 8:15 p.m.
Feb . 8-EWSC PERCUSS 10 N ENSEMBLE.,
Music Building Recital
Hall, 8:15 p.m.
Feb. 11 VALENTINE
DANCE to the music of
EPICENTRE, PUB, 9Midnight, 75 cents.
Feb. 11-FM 89.9 Artist
Emphasis, WEATHERRE REPORT, 10:05
p.m., 89.9 MHz.

Cheech &Chong
Here Feb. 20th

The band Rolllaa Stone Mqaziae called "Hype of the ·year 1974" is comin1 to the Spokane
Coliaellm next Thunday, Fe'-. 12 at 8 p.m. KISS, the champions of 1Htter-rock, equip their
stage with explosi,e flash pods, 1aint blow torches, maul,e smoke 1eneraton, snow machines,
retol,lna police lights and sirens, rocket-ftring pitan and a le.itatin1 drum set with exploding
drulll8dcks. Dres.ted in the latest sdeace-ftction and monclo bondage costumes, with their faces
painted grotesquely and their hair in Japanese Kabuki styles, the four members of KISS present
the hea,iest =oud, physically threatenin1, gimmick-laden metal music. Tickets for KISS and
special pest POINX. BLANK are a,aUable at the usual outlets and the coliseum box office,
56.00 in ad,ance or 56.SO the day of the sbow.

The hottest comedy recording team in the nation,
Cheech and Chong, are
bringing their Los Angeles
.. hippified" sense of humor to
Eastern ·s Special Even ts
Pavilion Friday, Feb. 20 at 8
p.m.
The dynamic duo have
received four gold albums, for
Cheech and Chong, Big Bambu,
Los Cochinos. and the Wedding A /hum. The_y have
resurrected the medium of the
comedy album, out selling all
bu l a hand f u I of r o -c k
superstars.
Cheech and Chong are
being sponsored by the Social
A ct i v i.t i es Rev ie w Bo a rd
(SARB). Tickets for the Feb.
20 show are $3.00 for students
and $4.50 general admission,
available at the PUB Information Desk and regular city out•
lets.

Guess our girl and win!
You've heard her on the radio. Now guess
what she looks like and win a prize - and
a chance at a $150 gift certificate! Enter
now at Myke's West.

Everything ·
in the .store
is ·on sale!
.Is there abetter reason
to send an FTD LoveBundle?,

Savings from 10
to 70% on
everything in the
store during

our huge "good
·

stuff" sale!

(Thru Feb. 7. 1976 .
No purchase necessary .
Need not be present
to win ,)

and
Blow Cuts

Snip 'N Style
STYUNG SALON

•

506 1st Street Cheney
· 235-4975
Redlcen Products

Featured
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EaglesShoot fof-9thStraight
Clansmen Invade Pavilion
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By Jim Waggoner
Sports Editor
Boasting an impressive
eight-game winning streak and
-perched atop the Evergreen
Conference, Eastern's
Screamin' Eagles entertain
Simon Fraser Saturday night
and Central Monday in key
District I basketball action.
The Eagles, 7-0 in league
and 13-4 overall, have established themselves as one of
the top Northwest hoop
squads and are edging towards
a post-season playoff berth.
They registered a pair of important loop wins last
weekend, slipping past Eastern
Oregon 74-73 before
humiliating Central 84-67
Saturday in Ellensburg. Central's 4-2 in EvCo action and
I 2-4 overall.
The Simon Fraser and Central encounters tip off a sixgame home stand for Eastern
games which should prove to
be the hottest contested events
played this year in · EWSC's
Special Events Pavilion.
"I think this team has
earned .the right to some substantial support from the area
sports fans," says veteran
Eastern mentor Jerry Krause.
.. We have some of the best
teams coming in. It'll be entertaining, exciting."
Simon Fraser was one of the
Eagles' early season victims,
losing 95-78 on their home
floor as Eastern connected on
an amazing 40 of 66 field goal
attempts and broke open a
close contest in the final
stages. In that one, Eagle AllAmerican candidate Ron Cox
hit 13 of 14 shots and pulled
down 10 rebounds to
spearhead· Eastern's. fast-paced
attack.
_
Chapple Joins Squad
But the Clansmen have
added 7-0 center Al Chapple
since that December encounter, and combined with 610 Gordon Garby, Simon
Fraser has improved its inside

J

attack considerably.
.. Chapple's really been
significant," offered Krause.
.. He's scored 90 points in the
last four games and was last
week's Northwest Player of
the Week."
Simon Fraser arrives in
Cheney after two consecutive
victories over powerful L-C
State, 78-77 and 84-66. Eastern
earlier beat L-C State 98-96 on
John Alaniva's buzzer basket.
.. Simon Fraser likes to get
out and run with the ball,"
said Krause ... We feel the outcome will depend on whether
we can run with them and
whether we can handle their
size. Central's a different situation. It's a matter of whether
· we can handle their size and
they don't seem to show an inclination to run with the ball."
Cats Face Elimination
Monday's game with Central gives the Eagles an opportunity to stretch its conference
lead, and also a chance to
damper any Wildcat hopes of
getting back in the race.
The Wildcats, winners of 11
of the last 13 EvCo crowns under Coach Dean Nicholson,
display a front line t~at has
dominated opponents to date.
Towering center Byron Angel
(6-10), deadeye forward Les
Wyatt, and Tacoma Community College transfer Dave
Oliver have combined to lead
the Wildcats' strong inside attack.
Greg McDaniel, who
quarterbacked Lower Columbia Community College's
1973-74 Cinderella hoop
squad, directs traffic in Central's backcourt. Greg's joined
by Dave Olzendam and
Charles Wilson in the ballhandling department.
.. Before the season, Coach
Nicholson said he felt this
squad is capable of accomplishing great things,"
said Krause .... think he does
have an excellent team which
is• in a little slump right now.
They haven't been playing as
well as they have in the past
and we're playing extr.emely
well right now," he added.
For the streaking Eagles,
who play six of the last eight
games in the cozy confines of

the Pavilion, team depth continues to be the club's
strongest attribute:
Besides starters Ed Waters, ,
Kevin Campbell, Jeff
McAlister, Alaniva and Cox,
Krause can rely on super
reserves Emerson Gordon and
Paul Hungenberg, plus Rob
Ridnour, Ernest Lawrence,
Don McGowan and Terry
Pepple.
McAlister's Hero
At LaG ran de, Eastern
Oregon held a 67-75 lead
before McAlister caught fire
and tallied the last nine Eagle
points. Cox scored 22, Gordon
19, Campbell 13 and
McAlister 13.
Waters, the Northwest small
college assist king, dealt off 11
assists and Cox grabbed 13
rebounds despite performing
on an injured ankle.
Eastern raced to a 50-36
halftime advantage at Central,
held back an early· second half
Wildcat rally and handed the
'Cats its most devastating setback in several seasons.
Campbell, a freshman who
prepped at Spokane's Shadle
Park High School, hooped 23,
Cox had 22, Alaniva 14 and
McAlister 12 to pace a
balanced scoring effort.
FREE THROWS... Dan Allen, the 6-9
transfer from Idaho State, has left the team
because of naglng off-sea!Ofl Injuries... "I
think it's the wa~ mllege basketball is aolaa
these days," says Krause of Eastem's lopsided win at Central. "It just happened to be a
night when we were playln1 well and they had
an off night." Campbell, a 6-5 frosh, shut ,!'
Central's 011,er last Saturday and bas draft
the allSlgnmeat of guarding the 7~ Chapple
this Saturday...Tbe Ea1les are In the mklclle
of a tight fin-man scramble for the two
NAIA District I playoff spots, and has a lllim
lead o,er Oregon Tedi in the E,eral'ftll
Conference... Alaaka-Fairbanks ha1 a 17-3
mark, Whitman 14-4, Central 12-' and L-C
State's also a contender... Campbell wu
seYew-for-se,en from the field and ai11e of 10
from the line asalnst Ce• tral ...

EWSC(84)
Cox 9 4-7'22, McAlister 5 2-2 12, Alaniva
4 6-6 14, Gordon I 2-2 4, Waters 2 3-5 7,
Campbell 7 9-10 23, Lawrence O 0-1 0,
McGowan O 1-1 I. Hungenberg O 0-0 O,•
Ridnour O0-0 0, Pepple O0-0 0, Miller O0-0
0. Totals 28 26-32.

cwsc (67)
Oliver69•12 21, Angel 3 0-16, Wyatt 201 4, McDaniel O 0-2 0, OlzcndJlm 8 1-1 17.
Gooden 2 1-2 5, Morris 3 1-2 7, Williamson
2 1-2 s. Sheriff I 0-0 2. Totals 27 13-23.
Halftime-EWSC SO. CWSC 36. Fouled
out - Olzendam, Gooden, Gordon. Total
fouls - EWSC 25, CWSC 29. Officials Davc George and Keith Farnum.

Plloto~y

lkeBNe

Eutern's Ernest Lawrence put~ up a jamp sllot in the Ea '84-67
tbruhiag of Central last Satutllay at EllelllburR- The Ea es bGlt
Simon Fraser Saturday aipt ind Central MOINlay llipt
l

MENI-WOMEN
J088 ON SNIPII Amer an.
Foreign. No ~ ~ N d .
lxc1l1nt INIJ, Worldwlde
Summer Job or nner.
nd
SI.GO tor lnlonMlloll. l~FAX.
Dept. L-3 Box 2041. Port

Mgelee.W........,.,.N38

r . ._. _MAD·oox· ·-"-..

I

$1.00
409 1st St - Next to
.................... _ ......., .....,_lie_ _..

W. 28 FIRST CHENEY 235-6198
GOOD THRU
WED.
FEB. 11

SAVE SO CENTS
WITH THIS COUPON

ON THE PURCHASE OF ONE
'DINNER CROWN'

~~~~~~~~

ECONOMY • CllA

I

4 lbs. -

ST. PAUL'S

GOOD THRU
WED.
FEB. 11

EPISCOPAL
· CHURCH
Welcomes You
9:00 AM Holy Euch rlat
followed by CQttee Hour

3 PIECES OF CHICKEN, SALAD, POTATOES, GRAVY,

The Rev. Fred J-ettJ· vicar

ROLL AND BUTTER - REGULARLY '1.85

Corner 7th and C ,.._,..

235-1150
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Secand Straigl;lt Year
Matmen Hos Cats
At Pa~ilion T night Oliver Guns DOwnA ward
PIH.:
By

Bigbaus

the match just changed the
other way,' Byrnes remarked.
Tony B rne ( 150) and Lanny Davids n (177) al so saw
their unbl mished dual marks
fall . Byrn was pinned by
former U S. Olympic team
member
ene Davis and
Davidson I st an 11 -8 decision
to Sam
ieronymous, a
Pacificrunner-up at
Washingto State two years
ago.
Byrnes aid he thought his
grapplers restled .. very well"
and that h wasn'i upset over
the final s ore. ··1 wasn't displeased wi h the match. The
competitio was really good
(126) and Manuel Brown (134) and we w uld have liked to
posting wins in the first three
have won t."
matches to· give Eastern a 12-0
Jerry L rton provided the
lead . Eastern then lost the last
major up et for the Eagles
seven matches-four of them
ag a inst t e AIA when he
by pins.
.
pinned for er national chamEastern's Mike Recd (158)
suffered his first dual meet loss ' pion Dan herman 's shoulders
to the mat n the second period
of the season after leading at
for his s venth consecutive
one point in his match with
dual meet in.
Phil Paladry 5-0.
Tonight' opponent, Central
According to Coach Curt
has had i s share of rough
Byrnes, Reed was called for a
goings this season . The Wildpenalty on a hold . that was
cats, accor ing to Byrnes, have
ruled illegal by the referee.
been beset ith injuries to key
Paladry was injured by the
personnel and have been
hold and was unable to finish
struggling he latter part of the
the match. Because the hold
season.
was illegal and he was injured,
Here is t e probable starting
Paladry was awarded the win
1
line-up
for Eastern by weight
by penalty default.
class for t e match with CenByrnes called Reed's loss
tral.
'"unfortunate" and said that it
made a .. terrific difference" in

S~n•:Writer
Eastern's wrestling squad
will attempt to rebound from
last Friday's 37-12 defeat to
the Athletes in Action tonight
at 7:30 p .m. when they meet
tough Central Washington in a
collegiate wrestling showdown
in the Special Events Pavilion.
The Eagles come into the
match 8-3 in dual meets and
ranked third nationally while
Central is ranked 13th in recent NAIA polls.
In the AIA match, the Eagle
grapplers came out shooting
for an upsei with Terry
Durland ( 118), Jerry Lorton

the following matches ... After
the . pins at 142_and 150.. andReed's loss, the momentum, 0 f

118-Terrv Du land
126-Jerrv Lo on
134-Ma~uel rown
142-Garv Ha ags
ISO-Tony By

158-Mlke Reed
167-Jerry Tepfer

Eastern Washington State
College's Wanda Oliver was
on target again in 1975-and
was chosen again last night
as the Inland Empire Sports
Writers and Broadcasters'
Woman Athlete of the Year.
Oliver, an EWSC student
and ROTC member, was the
National Rifle Association
national champion shooter in
the "international" category·
in 1975, making her the best
shooter, man or woman,
collegiate, military or open,
in the nation.
She was selected, for the
second year in a row, to the
NRA Collegiate AllAmerican Rifle Team and
set two national records,
leading EWSC to a national
team record.
It was more than enough
to make her the SWAB's
first repeat winner in seven
years, and this year over one
of the strongest and most
diverse field in history. Only
World Cup ski champion
Nancy Greene, who swept
the title from 1966 through
1968, has won more than one
Woman Athlete of the Year
award.
Mrs. Oliver's selection
was
announced
at
Wednesday's AAU-Youth
Luncheon at the Ridpath
Motor Inn and she will be
honored as well at the Eastern's Wanda Oliver repeated as Inland Empire Sports Writers
evening I.E. Sports A wards and Broadcasters' Woman Athlete of the Year last night.
Banquet.

l77-1.,anny D_a,ldson

190-Kelth Bums
H,w.-Greg Darden
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STORE HOURS: MON.- FRI.

SATURDAY
SUNDAY

:

· INSIDE SEA TIN. .

.

9a.m.-9p.m.
9a.m.-6p.m.

11a.m.-5p.m.

Headquarters
for Valentines
Gifts-Cards ~
Jeans & Tops
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CHENEY PLAZA
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WOMEN'S
lttlON BIKINIS

'.·: · ·::)
Great to r tod ay 's fashion
loo k' Larg e 24 • 2 2 1n

handa nas ,n color tasl
~ - - .,

0

cotton Pa11 em s. colors

"'(- >. ., ~··

Prou y hltte p anties m w in
1l nw ho• check p rin ts , Loi s

o f p, ott v colors too. S11es
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00
,,
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Visit the "T~under R_
o m"
Beer-W,r,e-S.nacks

· ·:~ •~nA

'I1

II 41':'~,tiii,.':.C1r~.
CHENEY 80 L ~~c'i<f.s I
, 1706 2nd 235-627 _,;,..~o d,1-1-.. I·
11
,I _________________
<t
. Jim Dyck, Prop. ·
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Metal
Photo FRAMES

T

TAWANKA COMM NS
Lunch Menu Feb. 9-13

All You Can Eat for $1. 5
Featuring the1e fine dl1hH

.MON.Turkey Salad Bowl, Chipped· Beef on Toast, L ttuce w/sl. Cues.
TUES.Submarines, Meat Casserole, Rolled Balogn Salad
WED.Macaroni & Cheese, Corn Beef on Rye, Fruit
Bread.
'
THURS.~,

Coewl11HNrll

I

Ha~
gi'fs)tftlns, Tuna Casseroi~. Meat
FRI.'
Corn Dogs w/Potato Salad, Cabbage Pat h Stew, Shrimp
Salad Bowl.

for more complete menu dial'
February .St1' J976.

BIG POUND 8A(1

3 9-2530

MOOD.RINGS
The Easterner

OHL Y

$2.00 Get one fori your ·Valentine!
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By Sunni Freyer
Feature Editor
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:bl~ohde ~d e:·of mind having power over
body had long been disputed in scientific circles but with the advent of
biofeedback many scientists have
swa llowed their words .
In the frantic research activities of
the 60's it became apparent that man
may, after all, have a mind resource to
control his own being, down to the
most minute fragments of his physical
structure. Including his brain.
Within the last ten years it has been
found that biofeedback has been instrumental in combating such ills as ulcer s, iasomnia, asthma, migraine
headaches and heart disease.
What is biofeedback? Barbara
Brown, a pioneer researcher in biofeedback explains that it is an .. ideagraph
Photos by Doug McKay
that describes the phenomenon of control over internal biological functions
occurring when information about the
function is fed back to the person
whose biological activity it is."
In somewhat simpler terms Frank
Rosekrans, of EWSC's Pschophysiology clinic, explained that
biofeedback is a process of informing a
volunteer of the functions of his inter-
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Sitting before a biofeedback
machine, Linda manipulated tones
emitted from it by accelerating or
decreasing the rate of her heartbeat.
In another instance Jack was shown
the now of his blood on a projecting
physiograph screen. With almost psychic power he consciously changed his

nal systems, which ordinarily cannot be
voluntarily controlled, in order that he
voluntarily control the·m.
.Consequently Linda is able to control her heart-beat, and Jack is able to
control the flow of his blood.
The biofeedback center or psychophysiology clinic, as Associate
Professor Rosekrans prefers to call it,
will be operating next week.
The clinic is integrated with other
programs offered at the Center for
Psychological Services in Martin Hall,
Room 208.
"Biofeedback is useful for most
everyone, but for example, especially
for person s that are very uptight," said
Rosekrans. "Ordinarily there is
nothing in the body to tell you when
blood pressure is high. Biofeedback
gives you an external receptor to enable
a person to see changes in blood
pressure."
Explaining tension further
Rosekrans said , _"When a person is uptight he gets cold hands or feet because
blood is sent to the muscles. The
muscles become so tense that one could
fight a sabre-tooth tiger, but unfortunately there are none around so one
must relax, or the tension becomes a
headache."
"That is where biofeedback comes
in," Rosekrans . said. '"Through the
external receptors a person can learn to
send blood back to the fingers and thus
learn to relax."
.
Rosekrans noted that after a week of
practicing biofeedback methods, 80
percent can learn voluntarily to control
the temperature of a finger.

The Easterner

According to Rosekrans, t e biggest
breakthrough in biofeedback came
when it was learned that people can
control m~scle tension. Once that principle was established, everything else
followed.
In response to a question about a
compari_son of this technique to faithhealers, Rosekrans said that they are
doing the same thing except no one
really knew what they were doing or
how they were doing it.
.. Both of us, the faith-healer and
those involved with biofeedback, are
doing the same thing-·healing with the
power of the mind ," said Rosekrans.
"Primarily we deal with healing disorders that have an emotional component," said Rosenkrans. "Bronchial
asthma, for example, is 90 percent
emotioJ1al. ' '
"We can completely cure bronchial
asthma with this for two-thirds of the
people, symptom free," said
Rosekrans.
The EWSC program will charge $5
for incoming persons. Two reasons for
this are to help pay for the complex
equipment in use and to insure in fact
that people are serious about it.
..Those that keep the scheduled appointments and practice regularly will
be refunded $4 of the initial charge," he
said. Rosenkrans added that it takes
one-half hour to set up the equipment
and consequently too much time would
be wasted for people who don't show
up.
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